

















































































This report is prepared for












There are six appendices presenting:41
A . Borehole records
• B. Pumping tests
40 C. Groundwater chemistry
40 D. Groundwater conductivity and temperature
E. Effect of time step length on predicted
41 drawdown
• F .  Stage III wellfield design.
.41
The first four present the field data collected during the study ;
41 also included are selected data from previous studies. Appendix E
• investigates the effect of time step length on the drawdowns predicted
• by the water management in model Chapter 8 while Appendix  F  discusses41
the Stage III wellfield.
•
40 The data are processed on a computer data base developed by IH.
40 The method of handling the data is based on the cartesian co—ordinates
of each data point so that the data are always presented in ascending
grid reference starting in the southwest corner of the area .
40
40 The grid references , taken from the 100 ,000 NA-38 series of maps ,
consist of eight figures, four eastings and four northings , giving an
40 accuracy of . a hundred metres. This has made it necessary to modify
• the reference given by the maps by omitting the first digit. As an .
.41 example the new reservoir on 21st October Road is 53272268 and not
853272268 as given from the map.
41
41 In cases where several points.lie close together, such as at E07,
41 subsequent grid references are altered so tha t each borehole has a
unique grid reference , while we have tried to maintain their relative

























































APPENDIX  A BOREHOLE RECORDS
41
41 This appendix has been subdivided into four sections:
41
Section 1 is  a  list of  all  the boreholes referred to in this report.
• The list  is preceded by figure A .1 which is a 'map of the area with all
•
the boreholes located on it, the list gives the grid reference , the
41
reference number of the borehole and  a  brief description of its
location . In addition to the boreholes there are wells called River
• A , River B which refer to the Shebeelle at Afgooye road bridge and
41 Balcad road bridge respectively and Rain which was a rainfall sample
41
collected at K4 on the Afgooye road.
Section 2 lists the salient construction details, where known, of the
41 boreholes given in Section 1. An explanation of the Area, Aquifer,
41 Source codes is given below . The depth is the total depth . drilled in
41
metres , the datum is the elevation, in metres, relative to sea level
of a convenient point, normally the top of the casing. The casing and
41 screen indicate the materials used , the diameter (in metres) and the
41 position of the top of the screen , with its length.
41
Section 3 presents the borehole logs. These are only for those
boreholes drilled as part of our investigations. The geophysical logs
41 of self—potential (SP), single point resistivi.ty (SPR)  and gamma are
41 shown in the left and centre columns. The right hand column shows the
41
rate of penetration log (the average time taken to drill one metre), a
simplified lithological log based on drilling samples , and a
41 construction log showing the portion of the screen and •casing. Marked
41 on the logs are the static water level (SWL) and the bottom of the
41
logged hole (BOH), which marks the bottom of the geophysical logs as
in some cases the drilled hole was  deeper.
41
41 Section 4 lists  all  the water levels taken during the study
41
period. The measurements are the depth to water from the datum; for
pump tests  a  temporary datum is often established and this can vary by
41 a  few centimetres from the permanent one. Figure A .2 is a map showing
41 the location of all water level measurement points.
41
The borehole numbering system consists of a number prefixed by
41 one or more letters.
41 (a)  boreholes drilled and described in the 1980 report (MGQ)
(b) boreholes referred to in the 1980 report (E )41
(c) boreholes drilled as part of the Afgooye Road Wellfield (PW )
(d) observation boreholes related to the Afgooye Road Wellfield
(OW )
(e) Miscellaneous boreholes and wells located during the current
study (no prefix)
(f) boreholes drilled during the current study (E0
(g) some old boreholes have a non standard number such as SL 1OT
which have been retained as they are commonly referred to in
other reports.
The codes used in the site summary listing are:
The contractor abbreviations used in Section 2 are :
UNDP — United Nations Development Programme
HTS — Huntings Technical Service
WDA — Water Development Agency
PIHL — Contractor on Stage IIA
MOWLEM — Joint contractor with WDA on Stage I
MCD — Sir M . McDonald E. Partners
GKW/Gla •— German Consultants/Contractors
In the water level listing some of the dates of the measurements
are not known . The data base has to have a da te so in order to supply
the necessary data, the date of 1 October 1982 has been used .
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MuOD ISMO WATER SUPPL Y
• SITE LOC ATION INDE X
A LL T H E OAT A
• GRID REF wELL Num8ER
• 50072641 31 LANC AY ( 115-62)
• 50042211 tO  14 5.5Km SOU T H EA ST O F L A AN T A IW U R
• 50 762 12 1 10 7 3AN T AA B S I
• 50 702001 DIG BOO DAY 0 115- 0 1)
• 50EY250 4 1 10 ? Km Nw  O F DO O N w E rN E (0w2)
• 52943156 52 G I M FS G IO LIL O L E (U N D P- 1 7 ‘ )
• 51002329 50 AF 0 0 0 fE  DA I RY g ARM (mTS-70 )
• 51142119 100 2Km NE OF P4 AS A W  M A K I
• 51102470 5 'IAGLA  ( mT S- 8 1 )




5 1 1 9 2 4 0 d
3 L A " :4 D 2 N IS A (4 1 5- 6 7 )
41
 145125212051232310 410964 L AMA  ODNKA (HTS-65)C EEL xABAALDOAAFGOSYF  DA IRY FARm
• 512824 2E E57 muNT INGS 0 35 . WELL NC .3
40 51342372 : go PLJ ,ED W E L L  L T  V I L L A
ID
SOMALIA R = S T H O U S E A = G 2 O T E
41
51372 37 7 22 AFC:10TE H A DA YT OO YA D A
•
5 1)32375 RIV BR (A ) aFG02TE BRIDGE
514 224u 0 E 50 -IU N T IN 3 S C BS . w ELL ND .5
41
5 14 32 36 1 F 56 -IuNT INC S CBS . WELL N0 .4
41
514 3230 5 El/ PUMPED WELL A T M AN G O
• JJ IC E FACTOR Y AFGOO TE
• 514 72334 cwd OBS WELL SE OF AFG OOTE
• 5 15 53149 11 J IL YAAL it
• 510 02 14 1 105 R A A S S A O A L
• 51742340 E74 PUMP ED w ELL AT  CAR U S M IL ITARY  CAM P
• 51782325 E87 PUMPED h ELL A T NTEC AFGOOYE
• 51862330 E1b PUMPED W ELL IN TRAINING
S .
52112520 73 AL IF0w (HT S- 55)
•
521223Y2  MG -.3 2  C3S WELL 100m  SDLIfl i  OF  D22NKA
52142 28 3 P w 25 AFGC:YE  RD .  wELLFIELD (SOuTH  SID E)
•
5214226 5 ? w 24 AFGOOYE  RD.  wELLFIELD  ( S OUTH  S ID E)
•
5216 2237 P w 23 AF30 0YE  RC .  wELL2IELD (SOuTH S ID E)
11
52172269 G. 5 065 wELL 30t  Ro m Rw
• 7 N .: P6 Y E P O . w EL LP IELD
• 5218 2287  2 w  22  -I FGO—DYE  R .  w ELLFIELD (SOuTI S ID E)
• 5218223 9  2 w  21 AFGDOYF RD . '4 ELLFIELD (SOu  TH  S ID E)
• 5220229 1  2 w  23 AFGEO YE  RD.  w ELLFIELD (SOOT" S ID E)
• 5222229 3  2 w  18 AFGOO YE RD . wELLFIELD  ( S OUTH  S ID E)
• 5223229 1  2 w  19 AFGODYE RD . wELLF IELD (SOuTH S ID E)
• 522 5229 5  P w  17 AFGOOyE RD . wELLFIELD (SOUTH S ID E)
• 522 52296  2 w  17A AF600yE RD . wELLFIELD (SOuTH
SIDE) 80 M NO RTH OF P W  1 7
•
522 72 29 5 pw  10  AFG00y E RD . wELLFIELD (SOUTH S ID E)
•
522 72 29 7  P W 15 AFGOOYE RD . wELLF IELD (SOUTH SID E)
•
•
MUOD ISHO WATER SUPPL Y
41 SITE LOC ATION INDEx
ALL THE DA TA
41 GRID REF wELL NUMB ER
• 52292299 Pw 14 AFGO OYE RO . wELLFIELD (SOuTH SIDE)
• 52322299 Pw  13 AFGOOYE RD . wELLFIELD (SOUTH SIDE)
• 5232230 1 Pw  12 AFGOOYE RD . wELLFIEL D (SOuTH SIO E)
• 523 2230 2 mGC2P CBS WELL  L T  Km 17 .5 AFGOOYE RD
• 5234230 3 PW1 AFGO:YE RO AD wELLF IELD (NORTH SIDE)
• 523o230 5 Rw2 AFGOOYE ROAD wELLF IE LD (NORTH SIDE )
• 5240230 7 F43 AFGO2YE RO AD W ELLFIELD (NORTH SIDE )
• 524 122o 2 c  a 3.4Km ALONG TRACK TO SOuTH
DF AFGOOYE ROAD PO LIC E PO ST
•
52412309 P W 4 AFG03YE PZAD wELLF IELD (NORTH SIDE)
•
524 22310 Gw1 D 5 S W EL L 20M F R O M Pw 5
41
524323 11 ow 5 AFGOOYE ROAD wELLF IE LO (NORTH SIDE)
41
524623 13 Rwo AFGOOYE R34D wELLF IELD (NORTH SIDE)
41
52482182 10 3 C EEL HuuR
41
524 32315 Rw7 AFGOGYE ROAD WELLFIELo (NORTH SIDE).
41
D2532 317 7 '4 3 AFGODYE R:AD wELLF IEL• (NORTH  SIOE)
41
5 25 12473 3Q 13P OES WELL A T E N O 3 = Silo T
• LINE R D (B Y S H A B E EL L E )
• 5252[319 P K 9 AFGO CYE P : .  w E L L = I E LO (N O RT H  S ID E )
• 52542321 P.„  10 AFGO DYE RD. w ELLFIELD (NO RTH S :D E)
• 52572323 Pw  11 AFGO OYE RO . WELLFIELD (NORTH SIDE)
• 525 32 299 E59 PUMP ED W ELL AT cm15 AFG O O Y E RD
• 52o72285 U . PUMP ED WELL AT CHICKEN FA RM AF G O OY E RD
• 52772332 mO010P O BS WELL 7KM A LO NG T RAC K
F ROM M G Q4 13  1KM SOu T H
41
52772333 mGQ 5T TEST WEL L 30M NE OF mGQ10 P .
•
5280 280 2 EO 9Tw TEST WELL 30 m FROM ED 9
•
528 1280 2 EG  9 15KM NO RT H W E S T OF GOLOLE Y
41
.
5283254 9 ED 10 1 .2K M N C RT H O F B A S R A
41




mUDO ISHO WATER SUPPL Y
• SITE LOCAT IO N INDEX
ALL THE DATA
• GRID REF WELL NUMB ER
• 5408266 1 55 FAAR AY GALOOLEY (HT S- 27 )
• 5410 3124 12 CARM ODLEY
• 541328o2 70 DAL IMON (HTS-24)
• 54142372 71 DALIMOw (HTS-2 5)
• 54152322 m ;)3CR CO ASTAL Ow  Km7.8 ON BALCAD RD
• 54 162918 EC 13 wEST OF GARSAALE
• 5417234o 10 .5CP BALCAD RO AD wELLFIELD COBS . WELL)
• 54192 339 0. 54  s4LCAD RO AD wELLFIELD
• 54 202342 10 A AA B A LC AD RO A D W ELL F IE LD
• 54 202352 115 B A L C A D RO A D wELLFIELD
• 542 32356 11 .5B 5 A LC AD R C A D w ELL F I E L D
• 542 52 350 11. 54 LC A0 R O A D wELLFIELD
• 54 262,616 - 15 BALCAD GUDEN EEDA
• 54272355 11 .5.1 Eau:AD ROAD wELLFIELD
• 542 8230c 12 .50 BA LL AD RO A D w EL L F IEL O
• 54 292371 136 BALCAO RO AD wELLFIELD
• 54292530 9 HILWEEYNE ARM Y C AM P
• 54302354 12A BA L C AO RO A D w E L LF IE.L 0
• 54 30 2530 18 HILW EEYNE ARMY CAM P
• 54 302577 E76 PUM PED WELL AT CENTRE
2KM SOUT H OF BALCAD
41
5430260 5 E2 PUM PED WELL 900m NORTH oF BALC AD BRIDG E
41
)4322364 12 .5A 3 A LC AO ROAD wELLFIEL D
•
5432237 5 13 .58 BAL C AD RO AD wELLFIELO
•
5433259 4 21 BALC AD wASHADDA
•
54332608 14 BALC AD NO .1
•
54342369 13A BALC AD ROAD wELLFIELD
•
54342379 148 B ALCAD ROAD wELLFIELD
•






41 *G RID REF wELL NUMBER
MUCID ISHO WATER SUPPLY
SITE LOC ATION INDE X
ALL T HE DATA
41 54342 521 E75 PumPEO W ELL 7Km SO UTH
OF BALCAD (MILIT AR Y)
41
54342595 .4 PUMPED WELL AT SOMALTEK BALCAD
41
54342954 10 BALC AO W ASHADD A
41
54352598 RIV ER (B ) 9ALCAD BRIDG E
41
54362373 13.51 BALC AO ROAD w ELLFIELD
41
54362304 14 .58 BALC AD RO AD w ELLFIELO
41
54 37 2 37! 14A BALC AD ROAD wELLFIELD
41
5437260 8 17 SALC AD NO .2
41
54382380 1 55 BALC A3 ROAD w ELLFIELD
41
• 54382490 7 HILW EEYNE
41
5 44 02 38 2 14 . . B ALC AD ROAD w ELL FI ELD
41
544 12 50 8 Eo1 PU MP ED W ELL 8K M SO UTH O F BALCA D
41
5442 2 527 10 H ILw EEYN E
41
5443 238 7 154 BALC AD ROAD wELLFIELO
41
544 4 245 5 IG 3T T EST WELL 20 m SOUT H OF MGQ7P
41
5 444 2450 OB S WELL 4 Km NORTH OF AL I ALIC
41
5446 24 1 3 8o2 po i p eD WELL A T AL I AL IO
41
54552 32 7 muQ 2C R C GASTAL CB S WELL 3 .5Km FR3M CO A ST
41
54062022 19 JA AM ACAADA u mm AA DA
41
54712315 MGC1CP COASTAL CBS W ELL 1 .5Km FROM C OA ST
41
54,1027,540 E0 8 12 .5 KM NO RTH E AST OF GOLOLEY
41
55022437 mG a P OB S W E L L oKM A LO NG KU LAAM ANY T RACK
41




5 54 22950 20 7A 12Km SOUTH OF JOwm AR
41
554 3285 5 94 YAw AADL EY
41
55432949 ED 71w T EST WEL L 30M FROM BOTH Eo 7 AND E0 7A
41




mupDI SHO wATER SUPPL Y
41 SI T E L OCAT I ON I NDEX
AL L THE DAT A
GRI D REF wEL L NUMBER
• 5 55 0 2 4 5 4 90 COOL WEYNE ( KULAA MENY ) ( HT S- 34 )
• 5 55 0 30 6 8 33 J 0 wHAR ( GKw/ GKZ- 12 )
• 5 5 5 0 32 2 1 84 mAy AMED BUURFUUL E ( HT S- 9 0 )
• 5 5 5 12 4 5 7 003 PUMPED WEL L AT KUL AAMAN Y
• 5 55 330 0 8 39 J CwHAR ( GKw/ G1( 1- 1 3 )
• 5 5 5 4 30 6 8 40 J CWHAR ( GK W/ GK Z- 1 4 )
• 5 5 5 5 25 2 2 9 1 GARI I RA Cu DDEY
• 5 5 5 730 7 7 37 J CWrI AR ( GK W/ GKZ- 1 1 )
• 5 55 8 30 7 6 32 J O'n HAR ( GKw/ GKZ- 2 )
• 5 50 1 30 6 7 35 J 0 4 HAR ( GKw/ GKL- 9 )
• 5 50 130 76 36 J OwHAR CGKw/ GKZ- 10 )
• 5 56 32 58 3 ED 4 1 4 . 8 KM AL ONG Cu TL I NE FROM
B AL CAD RD . RI GHT FOR 5 . 7 Km
5 50 4 50 7 0 34 J Cwri AR ( GKw/ GKZ- 4 )
5 58 9 2 8 5 3 2G Tu u L AD mAQ2I S
•
5 57 0 30 0 8 3 3 J OWH AR ( GKWI GKZ- 3 )
41
5 5 7 5 3 10 4 8 5 B ERR E U EN FA RM
410
5 58 0 30 4 0 24 J OWH AR SUGAR ESTATE ( MCDONAL D- 2 )
110
5 58 127 0 1 =0 3 RKM SOUT H CF MACDA S
•
5 59 4 30 40 28 J 0 wHAR SUGAR EST ATE ( MCDONAL D- 6 )
41
5 5 9 4 32d 8 0 1 MAHADDA Y WEY NE ( HT S- 1 2 )
•
5 59 5 32 6 3 82 mAHA DDAy wEYNE
•
5 59 9 3 28 3 0 3 mAHADDAY wEYNE
•
560 23 1 8 7 8 Tu UL ADA
•
5 6 1 7 2 4 9 2 9 2 SHI I KH ROBEL E
410
5 6 1 8 30 40 23 J Cwri AR SUGAR EST AT E ( MCDONAL D- 1 )
5 62 0 30 1 2 30 J OwmAR SUGAR EST AT E ( MCDONALD- 8 )
•
5 6 3 2 30 15 29 J OWMAR SUGAR EST AT E ( MCOONAL D- 7 )








































































































1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1
UNOP  HIS HT S
1 J U L 55
10 5 .000 130 .000 10 5.000




41 C3NSTR. DATE 1 JAN 54
• DEPTH 153 .000 4 .700 100 .000 115.000
• DATUM 90 .000 12 .000 8 3.000  8 3 . 00 0 130 . 00 0
















































111 D IAM ETER
•
SC RE EN T YPE
•




: EPTri  2ID










• MuN ISHO wATER SUPPLY
SITE SUMMARY41 ALL THE DATA
GRID REF 50 282630 50 30 234 1 50 522332 50 5 32086 50 562 316
• WELL NUMBER EO 12 11 3 114 88 1 16
41
AREA 1 1 1 1 141 AQUIFER 1 1 1 2 1
41 SOURCE 4 1 1 1 1
41 CONTRACTOR P : ML
41 CONSTR. DATE 30 OCT 53
41 DEPTH 275 . 000 122 . 000
41 0 4TL m 87 . 000 80 . 00 0 8 0 . 00 0 1 5 . 0 0 0 80 . 0 0 0
41 CASI NG
 T YPE PL ASTI C
41 O IAM ETER C . 1L 2
41
SC R E EN T YP E FLASTIC41
D IAM ETER 0 . 10 241
41
SCREEN S 1
D EP T n . 1 52 . 10 0
•
41
L ENGT H 1 12 . 000
•
L E PT H 2
•
L E NGT n 2
muo IsHo WATER SUPPLY40
S ITE SUMMARY
A LL TH E DATA
GR ID R EF 50 6 2227 5 50652360 50652430 50672641 5069221 1I I WELL NUMBER 57 115 80 61 Eo 14
•
1 11 1 1AREA
2AQUIFER 2 1 1 1
4SO uRCE 1 1 1 140
CONTRACTOR HIS HTS HIS RIHL
coNsTR. DAT E 1 NOV 56 2y JUL 83I I  
ZEPT H 116 .0:0 10 2.000 118 .000 243.600
84 .000 88 .000 106 .00041 DATU M o0 .0.30 
• CA SING T YPE PLAS-T IC
• D IAM E TE 0 .102R
•
SC RE EN T YPE PLAST IC
•

































• CONSTR. DATE 15 MAY 0 1 1 JAN 08 15 M AR 54
•
DEPT ri 112 .000 133.300 120 .000 108.000
•
DATUM 85.000 85.000 84 .000 86 .000
CAS ING  T YPE
• n AmETER
SCREEN T YP E
•




D ER Tm 1
•















II SC E EN S
D E PT H 1
•
L E NG TH 1

















MU PO ISHO WAT ER  SUPPL Y
SITE SUMMARY
AL L  THE DATA
40 G RID REFWELL NUMBER
5 28 3 2 54 9
E0 10
5 29 5 2 67 2
7 5
5 3 16 26 7 5
7 4
5 3 2 6 2 6 7 2
7 3
5 34 529 8 3
6 7
41
AR EA 1 1 1 1 140 ALUIFER 1 1 1 1 1
40 SOURCE 4 1 1 1 1
40 CONTRACTOR PIHL HTS HTS HT S
40 CONSTR . DAT E 24  AuG  8 3 1 M AY  56 1 APR  5 8 1 MAY  5 7 1 5  AUG  5 5
40 DEPTH 20 8 . 00 0 12 5 . 00 0 16 3 . 00 0 10 6 . 00 0 10 5 . 0 0 0
40 DATUM 89 .000 8 9 . 00 0 3 9 . 0 0 0 8 9 . 00 0 10 2 . 0 0 0
40 CASING TYPE' PLASTIC
. .
41 DIAMETPR 0 .132
41
41 SC REEN TYPE PLASTIC
41 DIA METER 0,10 2
41 SCREEN S 1
41 D EPTH 1 184 .000















40 O IAN ETc R
0





















41 MUOD ISHO WATER SUPPLY
40 SIT E SUMMARYALL THE DATA




















SOURCE 1 1 1 1 1
41 CZNTRACTOR HT S HTS HTS UNDP HTS
40 CONSTR . DATE 1 JUL 55 1 JUN 56 1 D EC 54 15 DEC 63
• DEPT H 96 .000 115 .000 96 .000 10 2.000 115.000
41 DATUM 109.000 97 .000 108.000 89 .000 93 .000
40 CASING TyPE
41 D IAM ETER
41
40 SC REEN TYP E
40 DIAM ETE R
40 SC REEN S
41 DEPTH 1
40 LENG TH 1
41 DEPTH 2










GR ID R EF
WELL NUMBER











• DEPT!-. 1 3 5 . 00 0
• DATUM 108 .000
. CASING T YPE .
40 D IAMETER
SCREEN  T YPE
40 u:AMETER
SC RE EN S
D EPTH 1
LENGTH 1
40 D EPTH 2
LENG TH 2
54 13 28 6 2
70
54 14 2 87 2
71
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 2
1 1 1
 4 1
HIS HTS PIH L
1 FEB  68  1 P E  68 22  mAR  b 3
1 56 . 0 00 20 4 . 00 0
93 .000
 9 8 . 00 0 10 0 . 0 0 0
PLASTIC
0 . 10 2
MUOO ISHO WATER SUPPL Y
SITE SUMMA RY
ALL THE DATA






1 54 . 0 0 0
12 .000
WDA
123 . 0 0 0
• CONSTR . OAT E
• OEPTm 125 .000 128 .000 120 .000 120 .000
• DATum 130 .000 130 .000 90 .80 0 94.700
a t

































MuDD ISHO wAT ER SUPPLY
41 SIT E SUMMARY
ALL THE DATA



















41 S O U R C E 1 1 1 1 4
41 C ONT RACTOR wDA W D A W D A W D A P IM L
41 CONSTR . DATE 3 APR 6 3
41 D EPT H 120 .00C 150 .000 148 .000 120 .000 190.900
41 0 4 Tu m 91 . 0 00 17 2 . 0 00 130 .000 93 .000 98 .000
41 C A S I N G T YP E PL A ST IC
41 D IAMETER 0 . 10 2
41
41 SCRE EN T yPr PLASTIC
41 0 IAM ET =R 0 . 10 2
41 SC REENS 1
41 C ; RTri 1 158 .0 00
41 LENGTh. 1 12.000
41 D E P TH 2













• mupD ISHO WATER SUPPLY
SITE SUMM ARY
ALL THE DATA
GRID REF 55092515 55282400 554 22950 5 54 32855
94
55432949




• AREA 1 1 1 1 140 AQU IFER 2 2 1 1  1
SO U RC E 4 2  4  2 8
• C ON T RAC T O R  P : HL  P IH L P IH L
40 C O N S TR . DA T E 8 SE P 83 2 M AR 83 21 AUG 83
D E PT H 257 .200 29 .600 167 .100
• DATL m  131 .000 31 .000 10 3.000 10 2.00 0 133 .000
CASING T YPE  P L A S T IC PL AST IC STEEL
• 0 : AME T ER 0 .102 0 .10 2 0 .254
SC RE EN T YP E  P L A S T IC PL A ST IC  . 4 MM  S A IR E
DIAM=TEP  2 .102 0 .10 2 0 .20 3
40 SCREENS 1 1 1
DEPT i  1  224 .000 20 .600 1o4 .00040
L EN G T -% 1  12 .003 6 .000 12 .00040
DEPT 1 2





























GRI D  REF
wELL NUM BER
5 5 543 0 6 8
40
55 5 5 2 5 2 2
91
5 5 57 30 7 7
37
5 55 8 30 7 6 5 56 130 6 7














SOURCE 1 1 1 1 1
• CONTRACTOR Gicw/ GKI GKw/ GKZ Gocw/ GKZ
40 CONSTR . DA T=
• DEPTH 110 .0OO 3 0 . 00 0
• CL1T UM 1 0 3 . 7 0 0 1 2 4 . 0 0 0 10 2 . 7 0 0 10 2 . 70 0 104 . 7 0 0
41 C A S.I N G J Y RE




40 D IAM E T ER
•
SC R E E N S
40 D E R Tm 1








• MUQD ISHO WATER  SUPPL Y
SITE SUMM ARY
• ALL THE DATA
GRI D  REF 556 3258 3 5564 3070 55692853 5570306 8 55753184
• WELL NUMBER  ED
 20 33 85
0
A R E A 1 1 1 1 1
• A .:W I F ER 2 1 1 1 1
SOURCE 4 1 1 1 1
•
• CONT RAC TOR PIP-L  Go( w/ SKZ  wDA  Gicw/ GKZ
• CONSTR .  DAT E 7 J UN 8 3
• DEPT 1  2 o 5 . 00 0
 10 4 .000
• DATU M 155 0 00 10 3 .000 10 2.000 10 2.000 10 5.000
• C A SI NG T Y? E PL A S T IC
.
• D IAM ETER 0 .10 2
•
S C RE EN T YPE P LA S T IC41
•




D EPT- 1 235 .000
•



















41 muOD ISHO wATER SUPPLY
SIT E SUMMARY40 ALL THE DATA
GRID REF 5 5 8 0 304 0 558 1 27 6 1 5 5 9 4 3 04 0 55 9 4 3 28 8 5 59 53 28 340 WELL NUMBER 2 4 EO  3 2 8 6 1 8 2
AREA 1 1 1 1 1
•
-AQ U I FE R 1 2 1 1 1
41 SOuRCE 2 4 2 1 2
• CONT RACTOR MC D P IHL MC D HT S
• CONSTR. DATE 3 1  M A Y  8 3 1 J AN 5 8
• DEPT H 15 0 . 5 00 1 1 5 . 00 0 9 . 50 0








SC PE EN T Y PE PL A S T IC
D IA.m ETER 0 . 132
41
SC RE EN S
41
D EPTH 1 1 20 . 0 00
41
L E N G T H 1 1 2 . 00041
•
DEPT - • 2
L E N G T H  2
41
41
41 mupD ISHO WATER SUPPL Y
SITE SUMMAR Y
41 ALL TH E DATA
G RID REF 5599328 3 56023187 56172492 5618304 0 56 2030 1241 WELL NUM BER 83 8 92 23 30
AREA 1 1 1 1 1
• AQU IFER 1 2 2 1 1
0 SOURCE 1 1 2 2 2
• CONTRACTOR woA MCD MCD
41 CCN STR . DAT E
• DE PTH 87 .000 42 .000
• DA TU M 110 .000 104 .000 10 1.600 100.600
41 CA SING TYPE
• D IA METER
41
41 SC REEN TyPE
41 D IAMETER
41 SC REEN S
•
DEPTH.
41 LENG TH 1
41 D E PTH 2















• MuPO ISHO WATER SUPPLY
S IT E SUMMARY
• ALL THE DATA
GRID REF
 56 3 2 301 5 563 4 2 5 24 564 4 30 40 564 7 2 99 5 56 5 426 4 3
• WELL NUM BER
 29 9 3 26
 ED 1 • ED  5
AREA 1 1 1 1 1
• AQU IFER 1
 2 1 1 2
SOURCE
 2 2 2 4 441
• CONTRACTOR MCD MCD P /H L PIHL
• CONSTR . DAT E 10 FE8  8 3 1 9  APR  6 3
• DEPTH
 1o 2 . 0 0 0 2 7 7 . 6 0 0
• DATU M
 1) 0 . 50 0 6 5 . 0 0 0 10 1 . 200 10 4 . 00 0 17 1 . 00 0
41._ CA SING T YPE PL ASTIC PLAST IC
. .
• DIA METER 0 . 10 2 0 . 10 2
•
SC REEN TYPE PLASTIC PL AST IC41
D IAM ET ER 0 . 10 2 0 . 10 241
SC REEN S
 2 141
D E P T /1 1
 13 5 . 00 0 24 8 . 0 0 041
LE NGT.- 1 6 .000 12.00041
D EPTm  j 1 5 3 . 0 0 041
LENGT- 2 6 .00040
41
mUDD IS HO  WAT ER  SUPPL Y
•
S I T E SUMMARY
A LL T H E DAT A
G RID REF . 5666 2893 56683002 56683056 56703015
31
56 742750




•AREA 1 1 1 1I I AQu IciR 2 1 1 1 2
I I SOU RC E 1 2 2 2 4
• CONT RAC TOR HT s  MCD MCD MCD  P IH L
• CON STR. PATE 1 A U G 60 25 mAY 83
• DEPTm 1t)0 .00C 284.600
• DATUM 100 .50 0 101.100 101 .800 100.400 202.000
I I C ASI NG T Y P E P L A S T I C
• D IAM ETER 0.102
•






D : ATm 1 227.000
•
•
LEN“ n 1 12.000
•

















40 MuDDISHO W AT ER SUPPL Y
S IT E SuMMARY40 A LL TH E DA TA






















41 SO URC E 4 2 1 2 1
41 C3NTRACT3R PIIL uNDP UNDP H T S
41 C ON S TR . LDAT E 22  ;-; 9 .: 33 1 DEC 58
• DEPTH 2(J=..“00 2 .600 105.000 100.000
41 DATUM 9. .T.0 0 - 111 .900 29 .000 110.000
41_  . C A ',I.W , .T Y; .RL 4ST :C
41 DIAMDTE8 0 .10 2
0
0 SCR E EN TY PE oL k ST IC
•
D I4 m ET ER 0 .1C 2
0
SC RE EN S 1
•
D EP T, 1 1 33.000
•
LE N6 r, 1 12.000
41 0:-.PTn 2

































•G R ID R EF









CON STR . DA TE
• DEPTH
• DW IU M
CA SING T YP E
•
•
SCR EEN T YP:
•
















mu0D ISHO WAT ER SUPPL Y
SIT E SUMMAR Y
ALL THE D ATA
















































































Ke y t o l i t ho l o g i c a l l o g s
CLAYS II SILTS
REEF LEE S/ONE
L G IO BROWN
MARNE SANDS
BUFF MARINE SAM S
RED BROWN CLA Y


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PROJECT MLIGOI SH0 WATER SUPPLT
BOREHOLE E01A
GRI D REF 5542 2950











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GRID REF SITE NO DAT E DEPTH To WATER
41 (METRES)
41 4790 2508 54 1 OCT 82 56 .000
41 4790 2820 97 1 OCT 82 55.000
41 48 24 2835 96 1 OCT 82 57 .000
41 48742868 98 1 OCT 82 52.000
41 48752689 95 1 OCT 82 57.9 00
41 49172481 49 1 OCT 82 70 .0 00
41 49272667 51 1 OCT 82 02.000
41 49442800 111 1 OCT 82 6 1.870
41 4 9492 159 60 1 OCT 82 62.0 00
41 49832 19 5 59 1 OCT 82 63.0 00
41 4984 2195 58 1 OCT 82 63.000
41 50 152656 101 1 OCT 82 64.000
41 50 1826 52 99 1 0CT 82 4)6.000
41 50 20 2878 50 1 sCT 82 56 .000
41 50 242052 69 1 oCT 82 07 .000
41 50 282630 E0 12 28 NOv 83 09 .138
41 50 30 2341 113 1 OCT 82 45.600
41 50 56 2316 116 1 OCT 82 59 .6 00
41 50622275 57 1 OCT 82 61.000
41 50 6524 30 80 1 OCT 82 61.000















mu ODISHU WATER SUPPLY
41 DEPTH TO wATER LIST ING
ALL THE DATA
41
• GR ID REF SITE NO DATE D EPTH TO WATER
41 (mETRES )
41 54103 124 12 1 OCT 82 44 .0 00
54 13286G • 70 1 OCT 82 54 .0 0041
54 152322 mGQ3CP o DEC 83 62.30841
54 162918 1E0 13 3 APR 83 50 .952
• 5
 J u L
 83 50 .9 50
41 9 AuG 83 50 .9 29
54292530 9 1 OCT 82 y5.00041
5430 255U 18 1 OCT 82 9 5.0 00
•
54332 594 21 1 OCT 82 48 .00041
5433200c 14 1 OC T
 82 46 .00041
54342954 lo 1 2CT 82 45.00041
54 372608 17 1 OCT
 82 46 .00041
54382490 7 1 OCT 32 135 .60041
54422527 10 1 OCT 82 110 .200
54 552327 mGQ2CP o DEC 83 32.74541
546620 22 19 1 OCT 82 48 .000
•
54902790 ED 8 23
 AP R
 83 43.9 70
• 10 J UL
 83 43.900
41 27 AuG 8 3 43 .798
550925 15 ED  1 1 10 OCT 8 3 10 0 .35041





• mUODISHU WATER SUPPLY
•
DEPT H TO WATER LISTING
ALL THE DATA
•




55422950 EO 7A 2 MAR 83 23.300
3 APR 83 23.213
•
10 JuL 83 23.250
31 JuL 83 23.226
•
31 DEC 83 23.117
2 JAN 84 23.118
• 55432949 EO  7 Tw 31 DEC 83 43.670
•
2 J A N 8 4 4 3 .0 6 0
•
55432950 EC 7 28 FE3 83 43.300
3 A P R 83 43.184
•
5 JuL 83 43 .050
31 JuL 8 3 43.04 2
•







2 JAN 84 43.355
1 OCT 82 23.600
7 JuN 83 124.200
•




1 SEP 83 124.088
25 OCT 82 19.630
27 M AR 83 18.570
•
22 APP 83 18.540
25 MAY 83 18.480
•
21 JuN 83 18.350
18 JuL 83 18.153
•
15 AuG 83 18.022
30 AuG 83 17.902
•
28 S E P 83 17 .658
26 OCT 83 17 .380
•
26 N O V 83 17 .055
3 JAN 84 16.850
•
55812761 EO 3 7 JUN 83 42.678
31 JuL 83 41.840
•
27 NOV 83 34 .095
•
55943288 61 1 OCT 82 21.000
mUODISHU WATER SU PPLY
DEPTH TO WATER L IST ING
GRID REF SITE NO
ALL TH E DATA
DATE DEPTH TO WATER
(mETRES)
•
55953 283 82 1 OCT 82 6 .500
•
5602318 7 8 1 OCT 82 21.6 34
•
56 17249 2 92 1 OCT 82 29 .000
•
56342524 93 1 OCT 82 49 .000
•


























14 4 . 4 40
56662893 41 1 OCT 82 55 .000
56 74 2750 EC 2 7 JuN 83 16 5.591
10 OCT 83 16 3.400







0 50862619 4 5 1 OCT 82 22.000
• 570 1309 1 53 1 OCT 82 60 .000
0 5710 2539 87. 1 OCT 82 27 .4 80
• 57123140 62 1 OCT 82 55.000
0 57 76 3230 63 1 OCT 82 60 .000
0 58 152602 1 1 OCT 82 37 .700
• 5880268 1 2 1 OCT 82 48.600









































































APPENDIX B AQUIFER TESTS
ID Constant discharge pumping tests were carried out at sites of £07
and E09 on the alluvium and one at P421 in the Afgooye Road
Wellfield. St'ep drawdown tests were carried out at all three sites
and at each production borehole on the wellfield.
ID Figure 8 .1 shows the three sites and also the locations of the
pumping tests reported on in 1980 and referred to in Chapter 5 of the
main report .
This appendix presents the data in the form of time drawdown
listings and in a graphical form for the alluvial sites and PW21
only. The step tests for the wellfield are given in the 1983 Stage
IIA wellfield report.
All pumping rates are in cubic metres per day and time in41




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 .0 MINS TO
120.0 mINS
 TO
240 .0 m INS TO
353 .0 mINS TO














































RES T WATEq LEVEL
 12 5.340 METRES
 BELOW
 DATUM
mun ISHO W ATER SU PPLY
ST AG E IIA
PUMP ED WELL
pw 21 GRID REF . 52182269





















































































STEP DRA WDOWN TE ST - PUMPED wEL L
ID
PU MPING AT PW 2 1 GRIC REF . 52182289
ID
OATE GF TE ST 20 11 83
ID
TIM E (mIN S) O RAw0OwN (M )
570 .0 11.o 90
580 .0 11.700




















































































































































































































































































































































































1 STAG E IIA
CONSTANT RATE TEST - PuMPED WELL
PumPING AT PW 21 GRIO REF. 52182289














(CONT INUED ) MUG/015H0 WATER SUPPLY
•
TIME (MINS) DRAWOOwN (M) TIME (MINS) DRAwDowN(M )
• 1140 .0 11 .950 3600.0 12.340
1170 .0 11 .960 3720.0 12.350
• 1200.0 11.980 3840.0 12.360
1230 .0 11.990 3960.0 12.350
• 1260 .3 12.010 4080.0 12.3o0
1200 .0 12.020 4200.0 12.350
• 1320.0 12.020 4320.0 12.390
1350.0 12.030 4440.0 12.330
• 13d0 .0 12.030 4560.0 12.370
1410 .0 12.040 4680.0 12.370
• 1440 .0 12.0o0 4800.0 12.390
1470.0 12 .040 4920.0 12.410
• 1503.3 12 .040 5040.0 12.410
15o3 .0 12 .030 5160.0 12.410
• 1o20.0 12.040 5280.0 12.430
I
 1080.0 12.060 5400.0 12.440
• 1740.0 12 .070 5520.0 12.450
1800.0 12 .060 5040.0 12.470
• 1860 .0 12.070 5760.0 12.460
1920 .0 12 .090 5880.0 12.460
• 1980.0 12 .100 6000.0 12.470
2340 .0 12.110 6120.0 12.400
• 2100 .0 12 .110 6240.0 12.490
2160.0 12 .120 o3o0.) 12.500
• 2220.3 12 .130 o480.0 12.530
2280 .0 12 .130 6600.0 12 .540
• 2340.0 12 .130 o720.0 12.540
2400 .0 12 .140 o840.0 12.490
• 2460.0 12 .150 60(30.0 12 .500
2520 .0 12 .140 7080.0 12.540
• 2580 .0 12 .140 7200.0 12.540
2540.0 12 .150 7320.0 12.550
• 2700 .0 12 .170 7440.0 12.530
2760.0 12 .170 7560.0 12 .510
• 2820 .0 12 .190 7680.0 12.530
2880 .0 12.200 7800.0 12.540
• 2940 .0 12.230 7020.0 12.560
3000 .0 12.250 8040.0 12.570
• 3120.0 12 .260 8160.0 12 .530
3240 .0 12 .280 8280.0 12.540
• 3360 .0 12 .300 8400.0 12 .540
3480 .0 12.310 8520 .0 12.570
CONSTANT RATE TEST - PumPEO WELL
P U M P I N G A T PW 21 GRID REF . 52182289
DATE  OF  TEST 22 11 83
STAGE IIA
0




CONSTANT RATE TEST - PUMPED WELL40
PUM PING AT Pw 21 GR ID REF . 5218228941
DATE OF TEST 22 11 83
41
T:ME (MIN S) DRAwD0wN (m) TIME (mINS) DRAw DOwN (m )
41 8640 .0 12 .590 10920.0 12.660
8760 .0 12 .590 11040.0 12.670
41 8880 .0 12 .600 11150.0 12.650
9000 .0 12 .600 11280.0 12.660
41 9120 .0 12 .610 11400.0 12.700
9240 .0 12 .590 11520.0 12.820
41 9360 .0 12 .630 11640.0 12.820
9 480 .0 12.010 11760.0 12.810
• 9600 .0 12.630 11880 .0 12.810
9720 .0 12 .630 12000.0 12.810
• 9640 .0 12.620 12120.0 12.810
9960 .0 12 .640 12240.0 12.830
• 10080 .0 12.650 12360.0 12.820
10200 .0 12.650 12460.0 12.320
• 10323 .0 12.650 12600.0 12.790
10 440 .0 12 .650 12720.0 12.800
• 10560 .0 12.620 12840.0 12.830
10630 .0 12.640 12960.0 12.830





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONSTANT RATE TEST - OBSERVATION WEL L
O B S ER V ED AT
 OW 5 GRIO REF . 5217228940
PUMPI NG
 AT Pw 21 GRID REF . 52182289
DA T E OF T E ST 22 11 83
PUMPI NG
 RATES (m**3/3AY)
1920 .0 =ROm u .0 m INS TO 12960 .0 mIN S
R ES T WATER LEVEL 124.880 METRES BELOW DATUM
I I
T : ME ( MI NS) C RAw 0 0 wN ( M)
 T IM E (M IN S ) D R4 W O O WN (M )
• 1.0 0.025 210.0 0.372
2.0 0 .090 225.0 0.368
• 3 .0 0 .14 8 240.0 0.370
4.0 0 .188 255.0 0.3o 8
• 5.0 0 .215 270.0 0.366
6.0 0.238 285.0 0 .367
• 7.0 0.25o 300.0 0.36 5
8 .0 0 .270 315.0 0.36 5
• 9 .0 0.283 330.0 0 .363
10 .0 0 .293 345.0 0 .363
• 12.0 0.307 360.0 0 .363









• 20.0 0.339 420.0 0 .365
22.0 0.342 435.0 0.364
• 24.0 0 .348 450.0 0 .366
26.0 0 .350 465.0 0 .368
• 28.0 0 .353 480.0 0 .370
30.0 0.356 495.0 0 .370
• 35.0 0 .360 510.0 0 .372
40.0 0 .363 525.0 0.37 5
• 45 .0 0 .365 540.0 0 .378
50.0 0 .367 555.0 0 .380
• 55.0 0.368 570.0 0 .380
50.0 0 .368 585.0 0.380
• 70.0 0 .370 600 .0 0.382
80.0 0 .370 615.0 0.384
• 90.0 0 .371 630.0 0.385
100.0 0 .372 645.0 0.388
• 110.0 0 .372 6o0.0 0.390

















• 195.0 0 .372 780.0 0.400
•(CONTINUED) Mu0DISHO wATER SUPPLY
STAGE IIA

































































































































































































































































































































































0 .0 MINS TO
90 .0 mINS TO
180 .0 m INS TO









































STEP DRAWDOWN TEST -
90 .0 mINS
180 .0 mINS
270 .0 m INS
360 .0 mINS
450 .0 mINS




EO 91w GRIO REF . 52 502802












































































(CONTINUED ) m0Q0ISHO wATER SUPPLY
STAG E IIA




Eel 9Tm GRIO REF . 52802802
DAT E OF TEST 10 12 83
TIME(MINS) DRAwDowN(m)
0 200 .0 9.080 310.0 10.870
202.0 9.090 315.0 10.8600 204 .0 4 .110 320.0 10 .930
206.0 9.130 325.0 10 .930
• 208 .0 9.140 330.0 10 .930
210 .0 4.160 340.0 10 .940
0 215.0 9 .180 350.0 10.950
220 .0 9 .190 360.0 10 .9600 225.0 9.250 361.0 11.340
230 .0 9 .260 3o2.0 11.860
0 23).0 9 .270 363.0 11.870
240.0 9.290 364.0 11.890
• 250 .0 9.320 365.0 11.910
260 .0 9.3 30 366.0 11.9200 270.0 9.410 3e7.0 11.920
271.0 10.490 3o3.0 11.930
0 272.0 10 .550 370.0 11.940
273.0 10 .610 372.0 11.9500 274 .0 10 .630 374.0 11.960
275.0 10.640 376.0 11.960
0 270 .0 10 .660 373.0 11.980
277.0 10 .670 360.0 11.990
• 276 .3 10 .690 382.0 12.000
279.0 10 .690 384.0 12.010
0 230.3 10.710 366.0 12.030
232.0 10 .720 363.0 12.0400 264.0 10 .740 390.0 12.040
236 .0 10 .760 395.0 12.040
0 268.0 10 .780 400.0 12.050
290.0 10 .800 405.0 12 .070
0 292.0 10.790 410.0 12.090
294.0 10 .800 415.0 12.120
0 296.0 10.800 420.0 12.140
298.0 10.860 430.0 12.150
0 300 .0 10 .870 440.0 12.160














































































































































































































































































































































































muOD ISHO WATER SUPPL Y
0
ST AG E IIA
•




PU MPING AT E0 9Tw GR ID REF . 5280 280 241
DATE oF TEST 11 12 83
41
41 PUMPING RATES (m” 3/04Y)
1680 .0 FROM 0 .0 MIN S TO 7080 .0 PAIN S41
RE ST wA TER
 LEVEL
 55.910 METRES BELOw DA TUM
41
T 1 mE (m IN S) DRA dDO wN (M ) TIME (MINS) ORAwDOwN (m)
41 1.0 7.240 225.0 9.500
2.0 7.420 240.0 9.520
41 3.0 7.610 255.0 9.540
4.0 7.630 270.0 9.580
41 5.0 7.660 285.0 9 .580
6.0 7.740 300.0 9.590
41 7.0 7.900 315.0 9.630
d.0 7.630 330.0 9.660
• 9.0 7.990 345.0 9.660
10.0 8.040 360.0 9.670
• 12.0 8.110 375.0 9.700
14 .0 8 .180 390.0 9.710
• 16 .0 8.250 405.0 9.760
18.0 8.290 420.0 9.720
• 20.0 8.360 435.0 9.740
22.0 8.380 450.0 9 .740
• 24.0 8.420 465.0 9.760
26.0 8.440 480.0 9.780
• 28.0 8.480 495.0 9.800
30.0 8.500 510.0 9.810
• 35.0 6.580 525.0 9.820
40.0 8 .650 540.0 9.830
• 4).0 8.080 555.0 9.830
50.0 8.700 570.0 9.840
• 55.0 8.740 585.0 9.850
60 .0 8.800 600.0 9.860
• 70 .0 8.900 615.0 9.870
80 .0 8.940 630.0 9.900
• 90.0 8.960 645.0 9.900
100.0 9.120 660.0 9.900
• 1 1 0 . 0 9.200 675.0 9.900
120.0 9.200 690.0 9.900
•
13 5.0 9.240 705.0 9.910
150.0 9.330 720.0 9.910
• 165.0 9 .350 750 .0 9.940
180.0 9.400 780.0 9.940
•
19 5.0 9 .4 30 810 .0 9.960








(CONTINUED ) muODISHO WATER SUPPL Y
41
STAGE  I I A
41
CONSTANT RATE TEST - pumPEO WELL
41
PUMPING AT EO 9Tw GRID REF . 52802802
41
DATE OP TEST  11 12 63
S .
TIME (MINS) ORAwDOwN (m) TIME(MINS) DRAWDOWN(M)
• 670 .0 9.940 2700.0 10 .250
900 .0 9.940 2760.0 10.250
• 930 .0 9.940 2820.0 10 .250
960 .0 9.950 2880.0 10.250
• . 990.0 9.980 2040.0 10 .260
1020 .0 9.990 3000.0 10 .250
• 10 50 .0 9.900 3120.0 10.250
1080.0 10.010 3240.0 10.240
• 1110.0 10.020 33e0.0 10.260
1140 .0 10.040 3460.0 10 .280
• 1170 .0 10.050 3o00.0 10 .290
1200.0 10 .060 3720.0 10.280
• 1230 .0 10.070 3840.0 10 .310
1203 .0 10.070 3060.0 10 .340
• 1290 .0 10 .070 4030.0 10 .340
1320 .0 10 .070 4200.0 10.340
• 1350 .0 10 .070 4320.0 10.330
1380 .0 10 .070 4440.0 10 .330
• 14 10 .0 10.100 4500.0 10.310
1440 .0 10.090 4680.0 10.330
• 1470 .0 10.090 .800.0 10.330
1500 .0 10 .090 4920.0 10 .340
• 1560.0 10.100 5040.0 10.340
1620 .0 10.100 5100.0 10.340
• 1080 .0 10.100 5280.0 10 .360
1743.0 10.110 5400 .0 10 .370
• 1800 .0 10 .110 5520.0 10.410
1660 .0 10.130 5640.0 10.410
• 1920 .0 10.110 )700.0 10.400
1980 .0 10.150 5880.0 10.390
• 2040 .0 10.100 0000.0 10 .370
2100 .0 10 .180 0120.0 10.400
• 2100 .0 10.180 0240.0 10.410
2220 .0 10.170 0300.0 10.410
• 2280 .0 10.170 0460.0 10.410
2340 .0 10.190 0600.0 10.440
• 2400 .0 10.190 6720.0 10.420
2400 .0 10.200 6840.0 10.440
• 2520 .0 10 .210 0900.0 10.440

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































CO NSTANT RATE TEST - 03SERVATION WELL40
OBSERvED AT EO 9 GRIO REF . 5281280241
PUMPING AT ED 91w GRID REF. 521302802
40
DATE OF TE ST 11 12 8340
• Pu MP I NG RATES  (m**3/DAY )
1680.0  PROM 0 .0 m INS TO 7080 .0 m INS
41
REST hATER  LEVEL  55.922 •IETRES BELOW OATum
41
TImE(m IvS) DRAmpOwN(m) T IM E (M INS ) O R AW D C W N (M )
• 1.0 0 .723 210.0 2.915
2.0 0.857 225.0 2 .944
• 3.0 0.983 240.0 2.973
4 .0 1.090 255.0 2.997
• 5 .0 1.185 270.0 3.02 1
6.o 1.272 285.0 3.04 3
• 7.0 1.310 300.0 3.067
8 .0 1.374 315.0 3.087
• 9.0 1.425 330.0 3.098
10 .0 1.453 345.0 3.118
• 12.0 1.543 3.60.0 3.146
1•.0 1.600 375.0 3.148
• 10 . 0  1 .671 390.0 3.169
18.0 1.724 408.0 3.180
• 20 .0 1.774 420.0 3.190
22.0 1.814 435.0 3.20 1
• 24 .0 1.854 450.0 3.212
26 .0 1.891 465.0 3.224
• 28 .0 1.925 480.3 3.244
30 .0 1.960 495.0 3.245
41 35.0 2 .034 510.0 3.250
40 .0 2 .097 525.0 3.261
• 45 .0 2 .136 540.0 3.269
50 .0 2 .208 555.0 3.279
• 55.0 2.254 570.0 3.280
60 .0 2.298 585.0 3.282
• 70 .0 2.375 600 .0 3.313
80.0 2.442 615.0 3.312
• 90 .0 2.503 630.0 3.326
100 .0 2.563 645.0 3.332
• 110 .0 2.o12 660.0 3.338
120 .0 2.653 675.0 3.343
• 135 .0 2.713 690.0 3.352
150 .0 2 .763 705.0 3.366
• 165.0 2.80o 720 .0 3.368
180 .0 2 .847 750 .0 3.378







































MUOD ISHO wATER SUPPL Y
ST AGE IIA
CONSTANT RATE TEST - OBSERVAT ION .wELL
OBSERvED AT ED 9 GRIO REF . 5281280 2
PU M P ING AT Ea 1.51Tw GR ID R EF . 5280280 2






































































































































































































































































































































0 .0 mIN S
 TO
90 .0 mIN S
 TO
180 .0 mIN S TO
270 .0 m INS TO







































STEP O RA WO OWN TE ST -
90 .0 M IN S
180 .0 M IN S
270 .0 PU N S
360 .0 M IN S
450 .0 M IN S
REST WATER LEVE- 4 3.670 METRES BELOW DATUM
MU OO ISMO w AT ER SUPPLY
STAGE IIA
PUMPED WELL
E0 7TW GR ID REF . 55432949
DAT E OF TEST 31 12 83





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONSTANT RATE TEST - PUMPED WELL41
PUMPING AT ED 71w GRID REF . 5543294941
DATE
 OF
 TEST 2 1 8441
41 Pump/NG RATES (m**3/DAY)
1920 .0 FROM 0.0 MIN s
 TC
 10080 .0 mIN S41
REST wATER LEVEL 43.060 METRES BELOW DATum
41
TIME (mINS) DRA43OwN (m) TIME (mINS ) DRAwDOwN(m )41 1.0 10 .950 255.0 27.630
2.0 19 .460 270.0 27.730
• 3.0 21.010 285.0 27.750
4.0 21.510 300.0 27.890
• i.0 21.710 315.0 27 .920
0.0 21 .980 330.0 28.020
• 7.0 22.090 345.0 28.100
5 . 0
 22.190 360.0 28.160
• . t., 22 .480 375.0 28.420
13.0 22 .640 390.0 28.520
• 12.0 23.690 405.0 28 .450
14 .0 23.970 420.0 28.650
• lo.c 24 .050 450.0 28.740
18.0 24 .150 480.0 28.820
• 20.0 24 .220 510.0 28.920
26 .0 24 .550 540.0 28.990
• 28 .0 24 .080 570.0 29.090
30.0 24 .830 000.0 29 .210
• 35 .0 24 .990 630.0 29.300
43.0 25.140 660.0 29.400
• 45.0 25.280 690.0 29 .400
50 .0 25.360 729.0 29.520
• 55.0 25.403 750.0 29.580
00.0 25.580 780.0 29.650
• 73.0 25.700 810.0 29 .090
80.0 25.940 840.0 29.76 0
• 90 .0 20 .040 870.0 29.810
100.0 26 .180 900.0 29.830
• 110.0 20 .270 930.0 29.900
120.0 26.430 960.0 30.080
• 135.0 26 .580 990.0 30 .150
150.0 26 .720 1020.0 30.210
• 105.0 26 .880 1050.0 30.270
180.0 20.900 1080.0 30.320
• 195.0 27 .190 1110.0 30.380
210.0 27.300 1140.0 30.420
• 225.0 27.440 1170.0 30.440







(C6NT INuED) MuDDISm0 WATER SUPPLY
STAGE IIA
0
CONSTANT RATE TEST - PumPEO WELL
0
PUMPING AT ED 7Tw GRIO REF . 55432949
DATE oF TEST 2 1 8441
TIME (mINS) DRAWDOwN (M) TIME (MINS) DRAwDOWN(m )
• 1230 .0 30.520 3930.0 31.900
1260.0 30.590 4080.0 32 .000
• 1290 .0 30.330 4200.0 32.040
1320.0 30 .330 4 320.0 32.070
• 1350.0 30 .720 4440.0 32 .080
1380 .0 30 .740 4530.0 32.080
• 1410 .0 30 .750 4680.0 32 .080
1440 .0 30 .780 4800.0 32.080
• 1470.0 30 .790 4920.0 32.140
1500 .0 30.790 5040.0 32.170
• 1560.0 30.340 5130.0 32.230
1320.0 30 .860 5260.0 32.230
• 1633.0 30 .630 5400.0 32 .230
1740 .0 33 .920 5520.0 32.330
• 1800.0 30 .960 5640.0 32.420
1860 .0 30 .930 5730.0 32 .410
• 1920.0 31.030 5880.0 32 .420
1930.0 31.1 30 6000 .0 32.410
• 2043.0 31.083 3120.0 32.530
2100 .0 31.120 6240.0 32 .560
• 2130 .0 31.160 3360.0 32.560
2220.0 31.200 6460.0 32.580
• 2230.0 31.240 3600.0 32.320
2340.0 31.260 3720.0 32 .660
• 2400.0 31 .300 3 840.0 32.690
2460.0 31.320 3930.0 32.73041 2520 .0 31.370 7080.0 32.790
2580 .3 31.423 7200.0 32.810
• 2o43 .0 31.460 7320.0 32 .800
2700.0 31.450 7440.0 32 .810
• 2750 .0 31.550 756,0.0 32.810
2620.0 31 .570 7680.0 32.330
• a380.0 31 .570 7800.0 32.830
2940 .0 3 1.590 7920.0 32.850
• 3000.0 31.620 8040.0 32.890
3120.0 31.330 8130.0 32 .920
• 3240.0 31.640 8280.0 32.900
3360 .0 31.390 8400.0 32.920
• 3430 .0 31.700 8520.0 33.010
3600.0 31.720 8640.0 33.030
• 3720.0 31.820 8760.0 33.020






(CONTINU ED ) muQOISHO w ATER SUPPLY
CONST ANT RATE TEST - PUMPED WEL L
PumP ING AT EO 71w GRIO REF . 554329 49
DAT E OF T EST 2 1 84
TIM E (m IN S) DRAw DOWN (M) TIME (MINS) DRAWDowN(m)
• 9000 .0 33 .000 9600 .0 33.090
9120 .0 33 .030 9720 .0 33.100
• 9240 .0 33 .0 20 9840 .0 33.150
0360 .0 33 .060 99o0 .0 33.180


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OBSERVED AT EO 7 GRID REF . 55432950
PUMPING AT EO 71w GRID REF . 55432949
40
40
41 PUMP I NG RAT ES
 (M ** 3 /0A Y)
19 20 .0 FROM 0 .0 M IN S TO  10080 .0 MINS40
•
TImE(mINS) DRAWDOwN(m) TIME (MINS) DRAw0OwN (m )
• 1.0 0.685 210.0 7.147
2.0 1.550 225.0 7.26 3
• 3.0 2.078 240.0 7.373
4.0 2.400 255.0 7 .478
• 5.0 2.631 270.0 7.580
6 .0 2.825 285.0 7.679
• 7.0 2 .950 300.0 7 .766
8.0 3.090 315.0 7.848
• 9.0 3.235 330.0 7 .932
10.0 3.380 345.0 8.012
15 12.0 3.592 360.0 8.0651
 14 .0 3.759 375.0 8.188
15 10 . 0 3.885 390 .0 8.270
18.0 4.020 405.0 8.340
• 20 .0 4.1 20 420 .0 8.427
22 .0 4.222 450.0 8.530
• 24 .0 4 .312 460 .0 8.656
2o .0 4 .397 510.0 8.70 8
41/ 26 .0 4 .4 78 540.0 8.87 330.0 4 .550 570 .0 8.955
• 35.0 4 .726 600.0 9.047
40.0 4 .873 630 .0 9.134
• 45.0 5.008 660.0 9.223
50.0 5.133 690.0 9.288
• 55 .0 5.239 720.0 9.365
60 .0 5.344 750.0 9.436
• 70 .0 5.53o 780 .0 9.505
80 .0 5 .706 810.0 9.567
• 90 .0 5.661 840 .0 9.630
100 .0 o .003 870.0 9.677
• 110 .0 6 .133 900.0 9.715
120.0 6.258 930.0 9.795
410 135.0 6 .431 960 .0 9.865
150 .0 6 .593 990 .0 9.905
• 165.0 o .738 1020.0 9.955
180 .0 6 .878 1050 .0 10.005





R EST HA TER LEVEL 43.355 METRES BELOW DATUM
MUODISMO wATER SuPPILT
STAGE IIA
CONSTANT RATE TEST - OBSERVATION WELL
DATE OF TE ST 2 1 84
•0
0
(CONTINuED) MUOD ISHO WATER SUPPLT
STAGE IIA
0
CONSTANT RATE TEST - OBSERVATION wELL
OBSERvED AT EO 7 GRID REF . 55432950
PUMPING AT ED 77w GRID REF . 55432949
0
DATE 0F TEST 2 1 34
0
TIma (mINS) DRAwDOwN (m) TIME(MINS) DRAw0OwN (m)41 1110 .0 10 .0 95 3480.0 11.650
1140.0 10.130 3600.0 11 .685
• 1170 .0 10 .185 37 20.0 11.745
1200.0 10 .205 3240.0 11.787410 1230 .0 10 .265 3960.0 11.325
1260.0 10.297 4060.0 11 .855
• 1290 .0 10 .346 4200.0 11 .907
1320 .0 10 .377 4320.0 11.957ID 1350 .0 10 .408 4440.0 11.965
1330.0 10 .443 4500.0 12 .015
• 1410 .0 10 .475 4680.0 12.035
1440 .0 10 .502 4800.0 12.07541 1502 .0 10 .555 4920.0 12.090
1560 .0 10 .605 5040.0 12.135
• 1620 .0 10 .6 14 5160.0 12.165
1660 .0 10 .725 5260.0 12.20 5410 1740 .0 10 .765 5400.0 12.239
1800 .0 10 .815 5520.0 12.265
• 1060 .0 10 .825 5640.0 12.303
1920.0 10 .4685 5760 .0 12.330
• 1980 .0 10 .906 5860 .0 12.415
2040 .0 10 .946 6000.0 12.395
• 2100 .0 10 .986 6120.0 12.413
2160 .0 11.029 6240.0 12.445ID 2220.0 11 .0o2 6360.0 12.473
2260.0 11.105 6460.0 12.495ID 2340.0 11.14o 6600 .0 12.527
2400.0 11.166 6720.0 12.560ID 2460.0 11.20o 6840.0 12.505
2520 .0 11.238 6960 .0 12.605
• 2530 .0 11.230 7060.0 12.635
2o40 .0 11.290 7200 .0 12.658410 2700 .0 11.314 7320 .0 12.679
2760 .0 11 .355 7440 .0 12.689
• 2820.0 11.395 7560 .0 12.695
2880 .0 11.426 7660 .0 12.729I I 2940.0 11.435 7800 .0 12.743
3000 .0 11.475 7920 .0 12.760ID 3120 .0 11.505 8040 .0 12.798
3240 .0 11.559 8160 .0 12.838
• 3360 .0 11.005 8260 .0 12.320
(CONTINUED ) MUM:115HO wATER SUPPLY
41
STAG E N A
41
CONSTANT RATE TEST - OBSERVATION WELL
OBSERVED AT EO 7 GRID REF . 554 32950
41
PU M P I NG AT E0 71w GR ID REF . 55432949
DATE OF TEST 2 1 84
T:4E (mINS) DRAWDOwN (m) TIME (MINS) DRAwOowN(m )I I 8400.0 12 .835 9360.0 12.96 5
8520 .0 12 .865 9480.0 12.990I I 8640 .0 12 .883 9600 .0 12.993
8763.0 12 .893 9720.0 13.00 541 883,1).0 12 .903 9840.0 13.028
9000 .0 12 .907 9060.0 13.060
• 0120.0 12 .929 10080 .0 13.072
9240 .0 12 .945
•
•
á
